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Further, the series shows that how he became
one of the most renowned muslim leaders and
a great warrior. The series shows in details
how Umar fought a lot of battles for religion,
nation and for his people. All the battles were
fought on a good level and the way of fighting
was different. One of the most famous battles
was the battle of Ulla Hawiya, which is the
most famous battle of his time. It was fought
in 724 A.D. in the year of the prophet`s
`hijrah`. This battle is famous by historians
and scholars as the turning point of history.
May Allah be pleased with him. The series is
just a masterpiece of narrating the life of the
most important companion of prophet
Muhammad (PBUH). It shows how the prophet
lived during this era, how he was fighting for
the liberation of the Madinah and how he
fulfilled his dreams and goals to guide all the
Arabs to the paradise and freedom. Here, you
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will learn that how important it is to make
Islam and the last messenger of Allah (PBUH)
the top priority of our lives and the people
around us. With the Lord's blessings, he goes
on to reform Islamic society, refuting the false
allegations against the holy Prophet (S.A.S).
He starts preaching Islam to others using his
eloquence and arguments. Only for that, he
will always be remembered as the greatest
Muslim of all times. The series began with a
flashback showing Umar`s journey to Mecca
after accepting the message of Islam. During
this historical journey, he made a lot of
valuable connections and memories in the
course of his journey that shaped him and
turned him into a great personality.
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